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Twenty three stories from thirteen lands are covered by this week’s report (please click here to 

read).  Christians were killed in Nigeria and South Africa, and another young refugee died in 

Thailand.  Christians were attacked in India and many other places.  Repression is building in the 

Philippines, where the licenses of church owned radio stations are not being renewed and where 

rumors that hint of an upcoming declaration of martial law are flying. 

In Uzbekistan Christian homes were raided by police and Christian books and music seized, 

including the book ‘Love and Marriage’. 

Love and marriage is also the topic of our Western stories.  Same sex marriage proponents 

vandalized churches in Australia, regardless of their position on the upcoming referendum.  A 

bishop in Greece ordered his churches to ring their bells at noon each day for a week after a law 

allowing legal minors to change their official gender without any medical evaluation was passed.  

In the U.S. the student government of a nominally Christian university, Georgetown, has 

attempted to shut down the pro-traditional marriage campus group Love Saxa, and are calling it a 

hate group; the defense of Love Saxa’s members is that its beliefs are identical to that of the 

church under which the university operates. 

 

Georgetown University, Washington D.C. 

We have another such marriage story from Kirtland Air Force Base in New Mexico.  Colonel 

Leland B. H. Bohannon was stripped of his command and saw his promotion to Brigadier 

General revoked after a retiring Master Sergeant brought discrimination charges against him.  

Col. Bohannon believed that he could not sign the sergeant’s certificate of thanks because it 

mentioned his husband.  He sought a religious exemption by his superior officer, and while it 

was not officially granted a higher ranking officer signed the certificate. Note that the sergeant 
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was not harmed in any way whatsoever: in fact, his certificate under military custom was more 

valuable than if the colonel had signed it.  Unlike many such cases involving Christian reluctance 

in same sex marriage ceremonies, this was not a case where a legal right was pitted against a 

legal right, since the sergeant was denied nothing.  Colonel Bohannon has been reprimanded 

merely for seeking a religious accommodation (interestingly, the officers who granted the de 

facto accommodation have not reportedly been reprimanded, so the accommodation itself is not 

the issue).  It is now the legal opinion of the U.S. Air Force that Christian conscience and belief 

have no weight in the face of our ever evolving sexual revolution.  In practical terms, the official 

persecution has finally and unambiguously arrived in the United States. 

Some could argue that such persecution arrived four years ago. This case is reminiscent of the 

2013 case of Senior Master Sergeant Phillip Monk, who was fired for refusing to obey an order 

by his homosexual commanding officer to divulge his personal opinions on same sex marriage – 

in effect, to incriminate himself in her eyes.  However, the case of Colonel Bohannon is not 

legally contaminated by the refusal of an order, however illegal that order was.  He did nothing 

wrong, he said nothing wrong.  This case is therefore a pure violation of Col. Bohannon's 

religious and civil rights, rights which still exist despite his commission in U.S. service.  It can 

truthfully be said that there are eerie echoes here of the 1535 trial of Thomas More over the 

marriage of Henry Tudor to Anne Boleyn.  To rephrase the climax in Robert Bolt’s telling: “I do 

none harm. I say none harm. I think none harm. Nevertheless, it is not for any wrong that you 

have brought these charges, but because I would not bend to the marriage.” 
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